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Persona 4 jester arcana

&lt;&lt; Return to Basic Social Link Hub &gt;&gt; * Values highlighted in red is the optimal choice. * All values are with the same Arcana Persona in your possession. Days June 13 May 20 May 23 May 25 May 27 May 30 June 5 June 10 June 11 June 15 (Night) June 26 June 28 July 28 June 28 June 2 4 July 12 July 14 July 2 5 August 23 September 25 September 1 September 19
September 20 September 23 September 23 September 24 September 27 September 30 October 30 12 October 21 October 24 October 24 Nov 1 Ranking 2 Answer 1 Why? +0 You don't eat? +0 2 answer Nothing prevents you from dinner? Do you want me to have dinner? +0 3 answer She takes care of you. +0 It sounds annoying +3 Rank 3 Response 1 Why don't you come over
for real? +2 You shouldn't lie to her. +0 I was big... Aid? +0 Answer 2 I am a good cook. +3 Nanako will be happy. +2 3 answer What did you do? +0 What kind of student were you? +0 4 answer Is it hard to work? +0 you don't like it right now? +0 Rating 4 Answer 1 YouYeah, he. +0 No+2 Answer 2 It was a surprise. +3 Do you like magic tricks? +2 5 rank 1 answer You are right.
+3 She won't learn anything. +0 Is this how you do your job too? +0 2 answer nope, nothing. +0 I don't want to. +0 3 answer What does it mean? +0 You take that back! + 0 Rating 6 Answer 1 You're slacking off again? +0 I'm busy enough, thank you. +0 Answer 2 Is good for you. +0 Is that sad for you? +0 What a pathetic old woman. +0 3 answer This is true. +3 But isn't it lonely?
+0 Rank 7 Clear The Heaven Dungeon Rank 8 Story Related Rank 9 Story Related Rank MAX Read his letter (True Ending) Game InfoOne new s-links Persona 4 Golden is a Tohru Adachi social link, the opportunity to get acquainted with the dojima police colleague a little better. Adachi's social link is unique in that she takes advantage of some extra things in P4G as more night
scenes. It also has a very unique schedule, which can be hard to max out of this social link – and on top of all that there is also a strict separation that you need to click to see this s-link to the end. This guide details all this. To help with each other character in P4G, click up our Persona 4 Social Links Guide, which includes each character. Tohru Adachi (Jester) S-Link head
Persona 4 GoldenThe Tohru Adachi's social connection differs from almost every other s-link storyline persona 4 Golden, as Adachi has an unpredictable schedule that can make it difficult to track down. Not only do you have to worry about what days it is available, which varies week to week and month to month, but you also have to worry about who ranks your social links – how
it determines if you can hang out day or night. P4G, social links level up based on stat, and you can get extra points for the default level up faster to respond as characters like. We list Scoring bonuses for Adachi here – but it's S-Link, the bigger thing is to figure out how, when and where to find it in order to hang out. Adachi s-link has a few branches, some of which are associated
with different Persona 4 golden limbs like normal, true and bad endings. In this guide, we will only list the true path that happens as part of the true end of the game - and we will consider it as a spoiler. It is also worth noting that to complete this s-link, you need to reach Rank 6 by November 1. Rating 1: Starting with Adachi S-LinkIn in order to kick off Adachi's social link, wait 13
May. Or after that date visit in June and talk to Adachi - you will be able to hang out with him. After some inane chatter that doesn't affect your s-link, you rank up to 1.Understanding Adachi's Social Link ScheduleAdachi is available on specific days across Persona 4's Golden's in-game calendar, rather than a predictable weekly schedule. Split into months, that is, when Adachi is
available:Advertising. Keep scrolling over may: Friday 13, Friday 20, Monday 23, Wednesday 25, Friday 27, Monday June 30: Sunday 5, Friday 10, Saturday 11, Wednesday 15 (Night only), Sunday 26, Tuesday, July 28: Saturday 2, Monday 4pm, Tuesday 5pm, Tuesday 12, Thursday 14, Sunday 24 and Monday August 25: Tuesday 23, Thursday September 25: Saturday 1,
Monday 19 Tuesday 20, Wednesday 2rd, Friday 23rd, Saturday 24th, Tuesday 27th, Friday 30 October: Thursday 6, Wednesday 12, Friday 21, Monday 24, Wednesday, Wednesday 26 November: Tuesday 1st previously stated, Adachi appears in a different place, depending on whether it's day or night, and when you can find it is noted in every ranking below. To hang the day,
find it at the entrance of the junes. For night s-links, meet near a gas station at the very bottom of the South Shopping District.Rank 1 &gt; 2: It's a date adachi s-link. The choices that affect your relationship are this rank: I live alone, so taking care of dinner can be quite frustrating. Adachi doesn't seem to lead a nutritionally balanced life... And she'll talk your ear if you let her... it's
so annoying. It sounds annoying. +3 Rank 2 &gt; 3: This is the night Adachi s-link. The choices that affect your relationship are this rank: Oh, uh, sorry to use you like it. You were a great help. Why didn't you come to the real one? +2 But Dojima-san is still at work, right? Does that mean it's going to be just us? Isn't that weird? I'm a good cook. +3 Nanako will be happy. +2 When I
was in high school, I never gave cooking one idea. But it works when you're a student. Rating 3 &gt; 4: This is a night adachi s-link. The choices that affect your relationship at this rank: I bet Dojima-san will tell you all the time what greatly help you! Wow! You're the best, Adachi san! It was a surprise. +3 You like magic tricks. + 2 Rank 4 &gt; 5: This is another Adachi s-link rank.
The choices that affect your relationship are this rank: Advertising. Scroll over Don't worry about it. We need to be effective. And you? no no You want you to draw a flower? It's going, me. This will certainly put the damper on your choice. Rating 5 &gt; 6: This Adachi social link progress takes place during the day. The choices that affect your relationship are this rank: But I think
that's what it means to be in high school. Enjoy while you can. But while he's here, I don't need to talk to her, so it's a relief. I love being alone. It's simple, and it allows me to do whatever I want. Rating 7, 8, 9 and 10: As long as you reach Rank 6 by November 1, the final ranks of Adachi Social Link will progress automatically as the P4G story progresses, and will change slightly
depending on which direction you take in history. If you are looking to max your friend with Adachi in Persona 4 Golden, this guide will give you all the information you need. Atlus Persona 4 Golden is a game consisting of many different systems. From RPG mechanics to your struggle with lots of choice responses to your social interactions, you're bouncing around genres so often
that it can be a bit overwhelming. I wouldn't hold it against anyone that didn't realize certain NPC might disappear if you didn't end up with your social links fast enough. One such NPC is Tohru Adachi, partner of your main character's uncle, Ryotaro Dojima. If players are not diligent in visiting Adachi when he is available, they will lose out on the chance to max Jester/Hunger
arcana. This may mean that all your fused Jester personas won't be up to speed. Fortunately, Adachi is not very difficult to max if you know when to look. With this guide, you will be able to better plan when to visit in June and spend some time with this bubbling detective. You will also learn about his penchant for cabbage, which is a bit strange. Via: Shoryuken From May 13,
Adachi will regularly appear in the June department store in the afternoon. He will be near the elevator lobby and players will be able to talk to him and hang out there. If you spend the afternoon studying (or visiting 30 Frame, etc.), then Adachi will be located in front of a gas station in the South Shopping District at night. His specific schedule is as follows: May 13, 20, 23, 25, 27,
30June: 5, 10, 11, 15 (Night Only), 26, 28July: 2, 4, 5, 12, 14, 24, 2August: 23, 25September: 1, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 27, 30October: 6, 12, 21, 24, 26November: 1 Adachi is unique so that you will only be able to reach the rank six hanging out with it. When you do that, the other four ranks will come from the progression of history later in the game. If you don't hit rank six until
November 1, then you'll be unable to max Adachi's social link to your current playthrough. Another quirk of Adachi's social links is that specific ranks need to visit him at night. The rating of 0-2 can be progressed throughout the day. Going from 2-5 to happen at night. 5-6 should be during the day. The last four ranks will take place during the Persona 4 endgame. Via: DualShockers
you need to hang out with Adachi many times to go to one There are specific answers you can give him that will help the process, but you can also visit the Temple of the North Shopping District and pray to progress your social connection faster. Having jester arcana persona in your inventory will also further speed up the process. You don't have to worry too much about these
answers. Just spending time with Adachi every night will see you max your social link without any further planning. Just knowing when to look for it is the biggest challenge, but the whole schedule here will be that wind. The rest is only attentive to his needs. READ MORE: Remember time Atlus Made Sincere Goodbye Persona 4 This Genshin Effect x Persona 5 All Out Attack
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